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HARD AND FUZZY CLASSIFICATION 
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF HIERARCHICAL 
AND OPTIMIZATION CLUSTERING 
S L A V K A B O D J A N O V A 
The ultimate goal of any clustering technique is to divide a given set of objects into a few classes 
(clusters) in such a way that the data points assigned to one cluster be as similar as possible to each 
other and as dissimilar as possible to points assigned to other clusters. Most clustering algorithms 
are based either on hierarchical or nonhierarchical techniques. In this paper attention will be given to 
fuzzy and hard optimization partitioning and to divisive hierarchical partitioning. A general form of 
algorithm including fuzzy, hard, hierarchical and optimization approaches to classification of finite data 
sets is proposed. 
1. BASK! NOTATIONS 
Let X = [x^,X2,...,xn] be a set of n objects (observations). The partition space 
including the hard partit ions of A' into k clusters (2 < k < n) was introduced by Bezdek 
[2] as follows: 
Pk = i U £ 14„ : Uij € {0, I} for all i, j ; V J UtJ = \ for all j ; V J «y > 0 for all i I , 
where Vkn is the usual vector space of real k x n matrices. 
Analogously, the partition space of fuzzy partitions was defined by 
PJk = } 11 g 14„ : u^ € [0,1] for all i, j ; V ^ Uij = 1 for all j ; V ^ Uij > 0 for all i 1 . 
Dumitrescu defined a hierarchical sequence of fuzzy partitions [3] as follows: 
Def in i t ion 1. A sequence f/'0', f/'*',..., ( / ' ' ' of fuzzy partitions is called hierarchical 
if (/('' is a refinement of ( /< ' -" for t = 1 , . . . , q ~ 1. 
Def in i t ion 2 . Let (/ € Pjk and W € Pjm be two fuzzy partitions of X = {XJ}, j = 
[,.,.,n. The partition W is said to be a refinement of (/ if 
i) m > k, 
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ii) there exists a partit ion / ( 1 ) , . . . , / ' * ' of { 1 , . . . , n } such that 
u,; = M u)3 and u, l~l I ) wa = 0, 
,€/<•') »«/<'> 
where for i = 1 , . . . , fc and j = 1 , . . . , n : 
(u,- f*l u),) (XJ) = max {u tJ + u>,j — 1, 0} and (u,- U ws) (XJ) = min {u,j -f- w,j, 1) . 
2. SEQUENCES OF HARD AND FUZZY PARTITIONS 
Most real-world classes of objects are fuzzy in nature, however, from a practical point 
of view we often want to replace them by their hard approximation. Two main ways 
of mutual combination of hard and fuzzy partitioning result from practice: fuzzification 
and defuzzification. 
Fuzzification can be described by a mapping £i : Pk —> Pfk which assigns to each 
hard partit ion W € Pk its fuzzy version U € Pfk- On the other hand, defuzzification 
is realized by a mapping £2 : Pfk — • Pk which assigns to each U € Pfk its hard 
approximation W € Pk-
2 . 1 . I t erat ive s e q u e n c e s of hard and fuzzy part i t ions 
Using fuzzification as well as defuzzification in any optimization clustering technique we 
can obtain an iterative sequence of hard and fuzzy partitions W (1) € Pk, U
(i) £ Pjk 
where t = 0 , 1 , . . . , q is the number of iterations. Obviously, t / ( i ) = £, (W ( 1 )) , VK(1+1) = 
6 (U '1 ' ) a l l d W<0) (f/ ( 0 )) is the initial hard (fuzzy) partit ion. In this case a criterion 
(optimization) function is defined on Pk x Pjk so that ip : Pk x Pjk —> R, i> (W
(i), U(i)) = 
0 (&(t ! ' ' - 1 *i ti(WM). W e c a n u s e the following general algorithm to obtain an iterative 
sequence of hard and fuzzy partitions. 
A l g o r i t h m 1 . 
Input: Give the da ta set A", the number of clusters k, the mappings { j , £2 and the 
criterion function t/i. 
Step 1: Initialization 
Guess a partit ion W ( 0 ) € Pk as the initial estimate of the partit ion of A'. Pu t 
t = 0. 
Step 2: Fuzzification 
Assign a fuzzy partition (/(1) g Pjk to the partition W'
1 ' € Pk according to £.. 
Step 3: Compute value of criterion function ip (W^\ Lt(1)). 
Step Jt: Defuzzification 
Assign a hard partition Wf1*1) g Pk to the partition U
(1) 6 Pjk with respect to £2 
and 0 . 
Step 5: Compare partitions 
If W O = iy ( 1 + 1 ) then stop. Else increase t by 1 and go to Step 2. 
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2.2. Hierarchical sequences of hard and fuzzy partitions 
Using fuzzification in a hierarchical clustering we can obtain a hierarchical sequence of 
hard and fuzzy partitions. Many divisive hierarchical clustering methods are based on 
binary splitting. Using this technique, a chosen cluster wm € W € Pk is split into two 
clusters tom, and wm2 according to a binary splitting rule 7?.B- Let U<" = ft (WC) € Pjt 
be a ith term of a hierarchical sequence (/<°>, (/<'',..., (/<'' of fuzzy partitions of X = 
{xj}, i = 1, • • • ,n. If the cluster wm is split into two clusters wmi, w,n2 then the cluster 
um € U<" is split into two clusters um,, umi such that 
umi(xj) = ft (wmi(xj)) • um(xj) and um(xj) = ft (wm(xj)) • um(xj). 
A hierarchical sequence of hard and fuzzy partitions can be obtained by the following 
general algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. 
Input: Give the data set X, the mappiug ft (ft), the spliting rule 7^B, the rule 7£c for 
choice of cluster to be split and the rule 7£H for halting the process of splitting. 
Step 1: Initialization 
Let H/<°> = (/<°» € P, such that iui°\xj) = 1 for all a.,- € X. Put t = 1. 
Step 2: Splitting 
Split the cluster io<'""'> into two clusters uij" and u,;", according to the rule Tie-
Create a partition 
VÍ/<" = {H/< ' -"-{«,< ' - •>} } u {«,<", «,<;>,}. 
Step 3: Fuzzification 
Create a partition (/<" = ft (W<") such that (/<" = {( /«-" - { u ^ ^ J J u f u J " , u[%} 
where u<" = ft (u><") • uf"1' and «<?>, = ft («,<") • u ' '"". 
Step ./.- (optional) Denazification 
It is possible to replace the partition W{t) € P,+i by the partition Wj" = ft (U<") 
created as follows: 
H/<" = { H * - > - {u,<'-»}} U {ft(u,<"), ft(u,<!>,)} . 
S/cp 5: Testing 
If M/<" € Pn or VV'" satisfies the rule 7?.H then stop. Else use rule 7?-c to choose 
the cluster wm € M-'<" to be split. Then increase t by 1, interchange clusters wm 
and u>< , and go to Step 2. 
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2 . 3 . I t e r a t i v e s e q u e n c e s and hierarchical s equences of hard and fuzzy par-
t i t i o n s 
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 lead to the method (Algorithm 3) which produces an hier-
archical sequence of q hard and fuzzy partitions (Algorithm 2) such that each parti t ion 
HtW G Pt (UW g pIt} i s a result of an iterative sequence of hard and fuzzy partit ions 
(Algorithm 1) at each hierarchical level t — 0 , 1 , . . . ,q. 
A l g o r i t h m 3 . 
Input: Input from Algorithm 2 including mapping £2. 
Step 1: Initialization 
(Step 1 from Algorithm 2) 
Step 2: Splitting 
(Step 2 from Algorithm 2) 
Step 3: Fuzzification . . . . . . ' 
(Step 3 from Algorithm 2) 
Step 4- Compute criterion function 
(Step 3 from Algorithm 1) 
Step 5: Defuzzification 
(Step 4 from Algorithm 2) 
Step 6: Compare partit ions 
If VK|° - . W«> then replace W<<> by WP and go to Step 3. 
Else go to Step 7. 
Step 7: Testing 
(Step 5 from Algorithm 2) 
We used Algorithm 3 (Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2) for creating a computer program 
SPLITAF and for the classification of 42 Slovak districts according to their values ob-
served in 6 demographic features. Backer's method of optimal decomposition of induced 
fuzzy sets [1] was applied to specify fuzzification (£ t) and defuzzification (£2) and the 
MacNaughton-Smith algorithm with several different rules Tlc and Tin was used to per-
form binary splitting. 
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